We.Stream to unveil the best unlimited internet deal for world travelers
Worldwide daypass from $ 7 to be released at Passenger Experience Week in Hamburg
Aalsmeer / Santa Monica. 09-04-2018
We.Stream, the secure mobile WiFi hotspot, expands its offerings with new day bundles which can be
used worldwide. The daypasses will be released during the Passenger Technology Week, which takes place
between 9 and 12 April in Hamburg. Thousands of professionals from the airline industry gather there to get
inspired by the latest technology innovations.
The new daypasses are available from only $7- per day and offer unlimited internet in more than 100
countries worldwide. With this pricing, We.Stream claims it offers the best deal to world travelers who
want to go online always and everywhere. World travelers are now able to save on their data roaming costs,
without being forced to use unsafe public WiFi.
We.Stream is growing rapidly thanks to its successful reseller model, offering its resellers recurring kickback
fees. This model, the new pricing levels and the advantages that the product offers to travelers, makes
We.Stream a perfect addition to the portfolio of amenities provided by airlines and cruiseships. Visitors to
the Passenger Experience Week can get more information and a demo of We.Stream at booth PTS12 in the
hall of the Passenger Technology Event.

About We.Stream
We.Stream was launched succesfully in January 2018 during CES, the worlds largest technology show, in Las
Vegas. Since then, the product has won numerous awards and We.Stream successfully signed agreements
with resellers on four continents over the world. We.Stream, established in The Netherlands and the United
States, is an initiative of Mondicon, which offers customized international mobile data solutions.
More information
www.we.stream
https://www.we.stream/us/
https://vimeo.com/249712385
www.mondicon.com
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